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Setting the scene: the
changing landscape of
business organizations
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1
Introduction

Change is ongoing in organizations as new ways of working
replace, reshape and overlap traditional structures. New work-
ing environments are sought where people can contribute their
creativity and where new ideas can be nurtured and developed
into further innovations that transform organizations and lead to
the production of new commodities and the delivery of new ser-
vices. Change, creativity and innovation represent key
processes to organizations operating in the 21st century.

The concepts of change, creativity and innovation have never been more
topical, especially given the commercial context of fierce business compe-

tition, shorter product life cycles and more demanding customers. Increasingly,
long-term commercial success is based on an ability to manage change, to nur-
ture creativity and to promote innovation. These processes interconnect in
practice, and yet these areas have each developed their own separate and dis-
tinct bodies of knowledge. This separation – that is reflected in an education
system that encourages the preservation of clear-cut and distinctive disciplines
with specialized languages, academic journals, conferences and communities –
may go some way to explaining some of the difficulties faced by practitioners
and students of management in seeking to understand the connections between
these concepts. The tendency to compartmentalize knowledge and place artifi-
cial borders around theoretical fields of study has perpetuated the false divide
between theory and practice, and restricted our broader understanding of these
central business processes. We seek to address this weakness through providing
a more balanced analysis of these separate domains in developing what we
hope is an informative and readable text on the subject area.
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Rationale of the book

In this book, we argue for a more holistic approach that is able to cut across bound-
aries and disciplines in furthering our knowledge and understanding of change, cre-
ativity and innovation. Our intended audience is students of management in both
a formal sense – as students in formal education – and more broadly, in terms of
practising managers and those that have a more general interest in business man-
agement. We have designed the text to encourage reader engagement through the
use of case-study material, interviews, reflective questions and hands-on exercises.
At the end of each chapter we present some useful websites, further recommended
reading and group discussion work. Our aim is to deliver an accessible account of
key academic theories whilst relating these to the practice of management. In pur-
suit of this aim, we have divided the main body of the text into three distinct sec-
tions. Part 1 sets the scene and outlines our intention of presenting an integrative
approach that is able to draw from a range of disciplines and fields of research. We
commence with a working definition for each of our three key concepts fromwhich
an historical overview of business practice and theory development is presented.
The section ends with an examination of the growth in creative industries and a
consideration of debates around the future of organizations.
Part 2 turns our attention to processes within organizations. It commences with

an evaluation of the literature on creativity and the individual, and progresses to
issues and questions on teamwork, leadership, the internal environment, organi-
zational culture and the management of change. Each chapter presents a number
of case studies/exercises to get the reader to ponder on their own experiences
(and those of others) and to apply these to the theories they have learnt. In the
final section of the book, we present more challenging material to encourage
readers to critically reflect on a series of ongoing theoretical debates and practi-
cal concerns. The book concludes with a short summary chapter that outlines
some of the key factors that need to be taken into account when managing
processes of change, creativity and innovation.

The changing world of business

Managing change, creativity and innovation is central to the repositioning of orga-
nizations in the uptake of new technologies and new techniques, to business devel-
opments in the provision of new products and services, and to the formulation and
implementation of strategies to secure competitive advantage. Through processes
of change companies have rewritten patterns of competition in emerging and
existing markets, they have become rule makers and rule breakers, they have
developed new ways of operating and competing, they have downsized, re-
invented and grown, in search of ways to maintain, regain or sustain their com-
petitive position. Business continuity requires change, and knowledge on how to
successfully manage change remains a central resource. But change, however well
managed, is not by itself enough. Business success also rests on making the right
changes, on choosing the right ideas and implementing innovations that will make
a difference. This creative element is critical in turning right ideas into innovations
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that can extend the competitive position of an organization within existing markets
and create new markets. Thus, a key currency in this business world of rapid
change is the creative idea that can be translated into new products and services,
and into new ways of working in the emergence and development of new forms
and types of business organization.
Managing processes of change, creativity and innovation are no longer the

concern of a few advanced organizations but are essential to all firms operating
in an increasingly competitive business landscape. New products like mobile
phones, the internet, e-mail, instant messaging, robots, PDAs and cable television
are just a few examples that illustrate how ideas and the people who produce
them are a precious resource. Developments in products and services and new
ways of doing business have seen the emergence of whole new industries that
have created new forms of work and changes in the way many of us manage our
finances and communicate. Take, for instance, the internet, which has been one
of the truly revolutionary innovations – in both a social and technical sense – that
have occurred in recent decades. An idea that was only known to a few people
in the early 1990s became so popular that it changed the way we communicate
with each other (through the use of e-mail, chat rooms and group messaging),
research (with wider and quicker access to worldwide information and data
sources), shop (through internet home delivery services and various forms of
e-commerce) and engage in home and leisure pursuits (through, for example,
computer-supported individual and group activities).
Read the case below and consider the questions that follow in reflecting on

your own knowledge and experience of internet shopping.

I N T R O D U C T I O N 5

CASE 1.1 AMAZON REPORTS RECORD CHRISTMAS SALES

(source: The Gaurdian, 28 December 2005)
http://www.gaurdian.co.uk/technology/2005/dec/28/news.shopping

The online retailer Amazon was today celebrating record Christmas sales after its
UK arm delivered up to 480,000 gifts a day in the run-up to the festive weekend.
On its busiest day, Amazon.co.uk shipped more than 256 tonnes of goods, with

a Royal Mail truck leaving one of its three distribution centres every 15 minutes.
December 12 proved to be the busiest day for orders across the company’s

worldwide business, with customers buying a total of 3.6m items – 41 items every
second. More than 108m orders were placed globally during the whole of the holi-
day season.
The retailer’s bestselling book in the UK was Does Anything Eat Wasps and

101 Other Questions, which sold more than double the number of copies of last
year’s top-selling title.
Other top titles included Is It Just Me Or Is Everything shit? By Alan McArthur,

and Jamie Oliver’s latest cookbook, Jamie’s Italy.
Madonna led music sales with her Confessions on a Dance Floor album, followed

by Now That’s What I Call Music! Volume 62 and Intensive Care, by Robbie Williams.

(Continued)
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Managing change, creativity and innovation

Managing change has been the focus of an ever-expanding body of literature
that Palmer and Dunford (2008: S20) refer to as a ‘sprawl’ that provides ‘a con-
ceptual challenge to both practice and research’. Effecting organizational change
is seen as central to company survival (Child, 2005) and yet, how to achieve suc-
cessful change remains open to considerable debate (Graetz et al., 2002). For
some commentators, this diversity in the field presents a challenge to organiza-
tional change research (Schwarz and Huber, 2008) and a need to reconsider our
current understanding through drawing on more critical insights from areas
such as organizational discourse and narrative theory (see Buchanan and
Dawson, 2007; Marshak and Grant, 2008). For others, there is a need for more
critical perspectives that counterbalance the tendency for management-centric
studies that focus on the change agent’s perspective, rather than on the actions,
meanings and reflections of those experiencing change (Alvesson and
Sveningsson, 2008: 6). We support the call for more critical reflection and adopt
a processual approach to understanding change (Dawson, 1994). As such, we
view change as a movement over time that may involve company-wide trans-
formation through to small-scale incremental change (see also Child, 2005: 288).
The stimulus for change may come from a variety of sources and take the form
of proactive strategies or reactive responses to internal problems or external
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(Continued)

Amazon’s consumer electronics division was dominated by sales of MP3 players
and accessories, with the Ilogic docking station for iPod music players the bestseller.
The company has delivered gifts and products free of charge when customers

spent at least £15 on its UK website – down from £19 last year – in a bid to com-
bat tough competition among retailers.
In October, the group warned that sales growth across its global operations in

the final quarter of this year could be as low as 13% – well below the 31%
recorded in the same period of last year.
Amazon.co.uk, which began life as Bookpages in 1996 and was acquired by

Amazon.com in early 1998, is unlikely to be the only online retailer to report a
bumper Christmas.
In the run-up to the festive season, IMRG, a body representing retail sites,

reported a 50% year on year rise in sales in the 12months to November 2005.
UK internet sales reached a record £2bn during the month, while high-street

sales for the same period grew by only 0.9%

Questions

1. Can you think of any reasons (social/technological/market) that led to the
increase of online sales?

2. Do you think that Amazon will continue to dominate the e-tailing market? Why
or why not?
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business market pressures. As we shall see later, there are many theories and
guidelines on how to best manage change (see, for example, Cameron and
Green, 2004; Carnall, 2007; Newton, 2007).
Making the right decisions on change also rests on evaluating the current sit-

uation and generating and identifying new ideas on the speed, direction and
choices for change. It is in this area that creativity is important (see King and
Anderson, 2002; Zhou and Shalley, 2007). At its simplest, creativity is the
thinking process that drives employees to generate new and useful ideas (see
also Henry, 2006). Without the development of new ideas, the ability to respond
to dynamic market pressures, or to imagine alternative ways of doing things,
organizations may lose their competitive position and become staid and unre-
sponsive to the shifting demands of their customers (Rickards, 1999).
Increasingly, managers are realizing that processes of creativity should not
be left unmanaged, but that these processes require the creation and main-
tenance of environments that stimulate and encourage new ideas to flourish
(De Brabandere, 2005). For example, companies that take a proactive stance
in using customers and suppliers as a key source of inspiration, rather than
merely monitoring and imitating what competitors are doing, are those that can
gain greater rewards in the marketplace and earn a higher market share with
better brand awareness in their respective industries. The business world is full
of such examples; take, for instance, the case of Apple Computers, a company
that was on the verge of bankruptcy but managed to turn its fortune around by
strictly focusing on continuous innovation and high-quality products. Apple,
nowadays, has become a household name with its flagship product, the iPod.
This in turn draws our attention to the concept of innovation (Mayle, 2006).

Innovation is often conceptualized as the translation of new ideas into com-
mercial products, processes and services (Bessant and Tidd, 2007: 29). In the
case of the innovation literature, the emphasis has largely been on science-led
innovations with a focus on how to translate innovations in science and tech-
nology into commercial applications (see Tidd et al., 2005; Tushman and
Anderson, 2004). Entrepreneurship and innovation are often seen to go hand-
in-hand as new markets and opportunities are identified and exploited in the
pursuit of profits and the drive for growth (Bessant and Tidd, 2007). Market
economic forces are seen to promote the need for new products and services
in rapidly changing markets and yet, in recent years, social impediments and
cultural barriers have been identified as a major, and often overlooked, cen-
tral determinant of successful change (Furglsang and Sundbo, 2002). For
example, Sundbo (2002: 57) argues that the push-oriented technology-market
tradition for explaining innovation only provides partial understanding, as it
downplays social processes and ignores the need for a more contextual under-
standing of important internal processes (an area that we examine in some
detail in Part 2).
Managing change in the uptake and use of new ways of doing things, gener-

ating and selecting ideas, translating ideas into innovations, and moving the
organization forward to meet the shifting demands of dynamic business envi-
ronments, is a complex business. These processes of change, creativity and
innovation overlap and interlock, and, as such, decisions to focus on only one

I N T R O D U C T I O N 7
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element (for example, the creative component of the equation) would limit the
potential for radical change in the uptake of new products and services since
ideas are only the raw material for innovation and change; they do not by
themselves guarantee transformation. Imagine having several ideas that could
meet an organization’s objective to improve market position, but not having the
knowledge and expertise to successfully implement change that will enable the
transformation of these ideas into tangible and valuable innovations. For
change to occur, attention needs to be given to developing the right organiza-
tional conditions, such as leadership style, culture, structures, systems and
resources to change raw ideas into marketplace products and services, and also
to the question of how to move from an understanding of a need to change into
an actual programme for implementing company change. Long-term success is
based on the companies’ ability to create and sustain such internal practices
and processes that enable employees to perpetually generate new ideas and to
create cultures of innovation and change that span different disciplines, to facil-
itate the open exchange of knowledge and information, and to recognize that
long-held assumptions and traditions can inhibit new ways of thinking. In our
view, change, creativity and innovation are key ingredients to the future com-
mercial success of business organizations, and this books sets out to provide an
accessible and readable account that will enable the reader to more fully
explore these complex dynamic processes.

Resources, readings and reflections
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CASE 1.2 SONY CHIEF OUTLINES NEW STRATEGY BY ANDREW
EDGECLIFFE-JOHNSON AND PAUL TAYLOR

(source: Financial Times 5 January 2006)

Sir Howard Stringer, Sony’s chairman and chief executive, on Thursday set out a
plan to integrate the company’s video and music content more deeply into its tech-
nology, as he outlined four entertainment ‘pillars’ on which the group would focus.
He defended fiercely Sony’s ownership of both content and the technology used
to capture, store and distribute it. ‘No other content company has such a complete
understanding of technology and no other technology company has Sony’s insight
into content,’ he said. ‘Content and technology are strange bedfellows but we are
joined together,’ he added. ‘Sometimes we misunderstand each other, but isn’t
that the nature of a marriage?’ he asked.
Sir Howard’s speech to the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas marked

his most detailed strategic announcement since he unveiled a restructuring plan
in September. While that announcement focused on financial targets, including
plans to reduce costs by $1.72 billion and cut 10,000 jobs, Thursday’s speech
highlighted new products that would reflect the changing relationship between
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Chapter questions

The questions listed below relate to the chapter as a whole and can be used by
individuals to further reflect on the material covered, as well as serving as a
source for more open group discussion and debate.

1. Change is ongoing in organizations as new ways of working replace, reshape and
overlap traditional structures. Discuss this statement.

2. Discuss the pros and cons of a changing external environment to companies
in the contemporary business landscape.

Hands-on exercise

Research one of the acknowledged innovations (e.g., MP3 players, PDA, etc.)
and identify:

1. Who are the major players in this industry? (Consider whether the industry
is dominated by the companies that you had initially thought of.)

I N T R O D U C T I O N 9

content and technology. He expressed strong backing for Blu-ray, the Sony-backed
high-definition DVD format competing with HD-DVD, backed by Toshiba. In spite of
fears of a format war, Sir Howard insisted: ‘Blu-ray has momentum and it is hap-
pening now.’
Sir Howard – Sony’s first non-Japanese leader – said it would concentrate on four

categories in pursuing the changing consumer entertainment market: high definition
video and audio technology; digital cinema; video gaming and ‘e-entertainment’. Sir
Howard defined e-entertainment as products reflecting consumers’ desire for more
choice and convenience in how they access entertainment. ‘Content is no longer
pushed at consumers, it is pulled by them,’ he said. He said the advent of ‘higher
definition’ screens could be more profound than the shift from black and white to
colour television, and said Sony was best placed to benefit from consumers upgrad-
ing their technology.
Sir Howard, who was promoted to his current job in June, is expected to give

more financial detail on the progress of its restructuring later in the month.
Analysts hope he may elaborate on which businesses Sony intends to sell as it
focuses on fewer activities.

Questions

1. Discuss the pros and cons of the new strategy being adopted by Sony.
2. Is the new initiative triggered by internal or external changes? Defend your ideas.
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2. What is the size of the market?

3. How many people work in the industry?

4. What potential difficulties do you see for existing companies in this industry?

Team debate exercise

Debate the following statement:

Long-term success is based on the companies’ ability to create
and sustain such internal practices and processes that enable
employees to perpetually generate new ideas and to create cul-
tures of change and innovation.

Divide the class into two groups, with one arguing as convincingly as possible
for the continual adaptation of internal practices to meet changing business
market demands, while the other group prepares an argument proposing that
long-term success is achieved by creating structures and cultures that maintain
the status quo. Each group should be prepared to defend their ideas against the
other group’s position by using real-life examples.
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Recommended reading

• Bessant, J. and Tidd, J. (2007) Innovation and Entrepreneurship. Chichester:
John Wiley.

• Burnes, B. (2004) Managing Change: A Strategic Approach to Organizational
Dynamics, 4th edn. Harlow: Financial Times Prentice Hall.

• Henry, J. (ed.) (2006) Creative Management and Development, 3rd edn. London:
Sage.

Some useful websites

Change

• This UK website of the Office of Government Commerce (OGC)
(http://www.ogc.gov.uk/delivery_lifecycle_managing_change_.asp) ‘out-
lines the key considerations for managing successful business change and
describes the processes of implementing plans’.

• This US website has a lot of articles, book recommendations and reports on
the practice of change management (http://www.change-management.com).

• Students should also look over the more critical and research-based material at
journals such as Journal of Change Management (http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/
titles/14697017.asp) and the Journal of Organizational Change Management
(http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/mcb/023).

Creativity

• Business Week’s magazine website focuses on the creative process, innovation
and design (http://www.businessweek.com/innovate).

• The Creative Entrepreneurs Club is the network for the Creative Industries in
Scotland regularly organizing events. The website has a very useful directory
of creative companies in Scotland (http:/ /www.creativeentrepreneurs.com).
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Innovation

• Innovation UK aims to help promote innovation and technology in UK
business (http://www.innovationuk.org/).

• Also worth visiting is the UK government’s website of the Department of
Innovation, Universities and Skills (DIUS) (http://www.dius.gov.uk/).
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